
 

 

CAMPING ETRURIA 

The 3-hectare campsite has pitches, Mobile Homes and Glamping. The result of the process is a 
surface without significant differences in levels that may create mobility difficulties, except for 
getting to the beach, where the slope is around 10%.  

Access is controlled by a bar with an opening managed by staff.  

Guests can use the outdoor parking or indoor parking areas covered with a shading canvas, both are 
surfaced with grass, earth and gravel; the car park reserved for people equipped with European Blue 
Badge has compact flooring and vertical signage. 

 There are 30 housing units, 2 of which are accessible and they are the mobile home 9 and 10. They 
are the same and to access them you must go up a wooden ramp with a 13% slope; there is a 4 cm 
step at the start of the ramp.  

The master bedroom is furnished with a 58 cm high movable bed with the possibility of approaching 
from the right side, while the double bedroom has a single movable bed and an elevated bed. The 
bathroom has a 51 cm high floor-standing WC with a handle and a shower on the left, while the 
shower has a removable plate with an 88 cm entrance, handle and foldable seat with armrests. The 
kitchen is furnished with a 88 cm high hob and a four-legged rectangular table with a useful space 
below it of 71 cm.  

The services are located 100 metres from the entrance, connected by asphalt and paved paths. The 
Reception offers check-in and check-out service with a 107 cm high counter outside; people with 
physical disabilities can enter and carry out the formalities inside. 

     
     
          

 
    

 The menu is multilingual without photographs or icons.  

The equipped toilet is accessible by a ramp with a 10% gradient; there is a WC with 51 cm high front 
opening, with side handles and front and left side access; wall hung washbasin and floor-level 
shower with handle. Customers with disabilities are given a personal key for the exclusive use of the 
service. 

 The beach, equipped with walkways, can be accessed via a path with a gradient of about 10%. 

 There is a municipal turret for the lifeguard rescue service, with dates and times established directly 
by the Municipality. 

 First aid stations and defibrillators are located inside the campsite. 

 There are no obstacles impeding access to the Restaurant, which also has a mini market
corner. Here you can choose excellent pizzas or tasty "a la carte" dishes. The restaurant has round or 
square tables with a useful space below them of 73 cm. Upon request, the kitchen is able to prepare 
specific menus for celiacs, children, vegetarians, vegans and guests with intolerances; the staff is 
happy to respond to requests for information on the allergens contained in the dishes.



 Pets are NOT allowed.  

There are loudspeakers located in the campsite, should it be necessary to communicate information, 
including messages related to safety, to everyone in the campsite. 

 A refrigerator is available at the Reception for customers who need to store medicines at low 
temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Campeggio Etruria - S.P. 158 Km. 26.5 58043 Castiglione della Pescaia (GR) Italy 
Tel. +39 0564 933 483 | Fax: +39 0564 938 247 | E-mail: info@campeggioetruria.net 

P.I. 04839410489 
Recapiti Invernali: +39 055 838 6110 | +39 055 838 5749 


